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Chapter 1 : Extraterrestrial Life & Alien Civilizations Videos and Latest News
--The planet Xeno / Shirley Ann Varughese --The contact group and nonhuman extraterrestrial culture / Mary Oberthur
--Earth colonization of the moon and the effects of alien contact / Kim Arthur Mayyasi --The inception of extraterrestrial
anthropology / Sol Tax.

Into the Void The Fermi Paradox asks us where all the alien civilizations are? Could they be home to
Extraterrestrial Empires so large they dwarf even Kardashev-3 Civilizations? Isaac Arthur Cover Artist:
Lombus, "Cosmic Soup" https: Prasad, "Staring Through, pt 2" https: In this video, we discuss the space
object Oumuamua and the odd traits that make scientists question its origin. Oumuamua was discovered in
October of and was quickly denoted as an interstellar object, due to its have speeds in our solar system. Over
time, the object was also varying in its trajectory slightly, which brought up many more questions regarding
the origin of these disturbances and what could be happening. Recently, scientists at Harvard suggest that this
could be a solar sail, created by some intelligent alien species, trying to understand planet Earth. In this video
we walk through the different known facts about Oumuamnu, and why it may or may not be an alien
spaceship. And consider subscribing if you enjoyed this video! Visit the Seeker website https: This video was
made for The Planetary Society in The Planetary Society has inspired millions of people to explore other
worlds and seek other life. Named, "Oumuamua," which means "a messenger from afar, arriving first," the
object was first spotted in October of by a telescope in Hawaii. The metal-rich object, reportedly moving
remarkably fast but not circling our sun, was about feet by feet and reddish in color. A quest for evidence of
extraterrestrial engineering", Clement Vidal, https: MeerKAT combines 64 individual dishes as a single
instrument to be used by teams from across the globe in pursuit of a range of science goals. A Possible Alien
Technosignature? These hangouts are sponsored by OPT Telescopes: One possibility is a "Clarke Exobelt", a
region in space around planets called the "Clarke Belt," in honour of Arthur C. Clarke, who in , published an
article about the use of geostationary orbits for telecommunications. In this belt are geostationary satellites
used for a large number of practical applications. The Clarke Exobelt" Link to the Paper: Please consider
becoming a patron: DeepAstronomy Join our free Discord server for always-on chat action! Watch More
Space Crafts! They are providing humanity with its first opportunities at discovering evidence of biology
beyond the Solar system. Visit the Seeker website http: Avi Loeb You can now support us on Patreon! Avi
Loeb, the Frank B. Professor of Science at Harvard University. In this video i explain as to how life could
operate on a gassy planet. Idea for the video is gotten by Cosmos: A Personal Voyage which is made by Carl
Sagan. Kevin MacLeod - Martian Cowboy https: We discuss the possibility of Alien civilizations moving to
Galaxy Clusters to make the best use of mass and energy and why making copies of ourselves may be the key
to interstellar travel and colonization, with my first guest theoretical physicist Dr. The full feature length
episode premieres Sept. Climate Change on Alien Worlds: A Possible Great Filter? Pt 2 Is climate change
inevitable on worlds with technological civilizations? Is planetary feedback from such a civilization a great
filter? Our guest Dr Adam Frank will discuss his paper on the effects of planetary feedback on any possible
alien civilizations out there. Could it be possible that many or even all technological civilizations out there
must face the consequences of climate change brought on by their technology? Does this prevent galactic
colonization? We invite you to interact with us as well and provide questions and comments! DeepAstronomy
Link to our press release: Stephen Webb The universe is incredibly old, astoundingly vast and populated by
trillions of planets -- so where are all the aliens? Astronomer Stephen Webb has an explanation: In a
mind-expanding talk, he spells out the remarkable barriers a planet would need to clear in order to host an
extraterrestrial civilization -- and makes a case for the beauty of our potential cosmic loneliness. Check out
more TED Talks: Look for talks on Technology, Entertainment and Design -- plus science, business, global
issues, the arts and more. Follow TED on Twitter: Life In Our Universe? Have you heard the news? Follow us
on social media and our website! Highlights of the Cassini Mission https: One reason could be that any
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advanced civilization out there may not have made it past a stage in its development where climate change
became an issue. This could lead to the demise of a civilization and prevent it from expanding to the stars. Our
guests for this hangout have done some modelling on the possible consequences of advancing technology and
its effects on the host planet. Links t the press release and paper: If you enjoyed the video, please like,
subscribe, activate the notifications and share it if you want. My channel is not monetized, so if you want to
further support it, feel free to make a one-time donation: The Population Problem An exploration into the
concept of population and how that affects the Fermi Paradox question. Do advanced alien civilizations
necessarily have the population numbers to colonize the galaxy entirely? How should the scientists
communicate their results? How will the public react? Social media in particular disrupts the conventional
pattern of scientific announcements and poses some interesting challenges for SETI. More about this Video::
But are we the first? Could there have been an advanced civilization that walked the Earth millions or even
billions of years ago, and then died out long ago, their technology and structures lost to the eons. And how
could we know? Today we will examine the evidence and consider the numerous scenarios form the
perspective of the Fermi Paradox, to see how reasonable the Ancient Aliens hypothesis is, and ask if the
evidence of UFOs visiting us in the past is credible. Isaac Arthur Music Manager: Martin Rezny, "Lifelight"
https: Panspermia is the controversial hypothesis that life exists throughout the Universe, distributed by
meteoroids, asteroids, comets, planetoids, and also by spacecraft in the form of unintended contamination by
microorganisms. Watch it here â€” Coming soon! Imperial Pragmatism An exploration of whether galaxy
spanning empires are feasible or not as a solution to the Fermi Paradox. Could live from Venus escaped to
Earth? And More Audio Podcast version: Do you think its possible for intelligent life to have started out on
venus when the sun was cooler and it had liquid water and as it heated up been forced to move to earth as the
runaway greenhouse effect took hold and theres no remnants of it coz of the pressure and heat? I just read your
article in Universe Today titled "Breathing lunar dust could give astronauts bronchitis and even lung cancer"
and would like to know if those same conditions could cause problems for astronauts that go to Mars? Seems
having the sample packaged in a separate reentry vehicle is both risky and expensive. Or would the physics of
matching the velocities of caesar and the ISS be too complicated? Michael Arsenault Can we grab asteroids
and bring them back to earth for a controlled entry to a desert somewhere? Or is this too dangerous due to
contamination of the atmosphere? What will happen when Diemos leaves and Phobos smashes into Mars? If
we wanted to terraform Venues using an asteroid to create a global winter how big would it need to be. Also
might need to speed up it rotation to create an earth like environment. White Dinosaur Why not launch from a
high mountain? More work and more exotic technology are needed than just digging a trench, dropping a hab
into the trench, and covering the trench. Even a gigantic trench is easier. Better to build permanent sites from
scratch. Star Butterfly How far does gravity reach? Say we had an empty non moving universe. If we were to
place two galaxies say 20 billion light years apart with no motion in relation to one another would they
eventually over billions or trillions of years drift closer together? Why spend all the effort climbing out of your
home gravity well, just to throw yourself into another, probably less hospitable one?!? Go to Mars, to explore
and search for signs of past or present life, but do it from orbit using telepresence. Except a few robotic
missions of course!
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Chapter 2 : Colonization - Works | Archive of Our Own
Dead Moon - Aliens crash land on the moon and use it as their headquarters for invading Earth. Descent - the main
character (the Material Defender) has to clean the Solar System of infected PTMC mines, starting from the moon.

What will we eat on Mars? There are huge problems to solve, but recent technologies like 3D printing might
help things move a lot faster, and be a lot less dangerous. Leland is a featured big thinker on season 2 of Mars
on the National Geographic Channel. You can find out more information about the show here: Mars is going
to take six to eight months to get something there. So trying to build systems that are super redundant but also
have ways to fix things like with 3-D printing. And then just water and food. And then a shelf life of five
years, whereas the shelf life for the food on the space station is 18 months, so a five year shelf life and every
time an item of food sits there for another month, another month, another month it loses nutritional value, it
loses flavor, it loses texture. So making sure that we have something that people are going to want to eat and
will eat to stay healthy in this environment. Millions of People Living and Working in Space Blue Origin
believes in a future where millions of people are living and working in space. If we can lower the cost of
access to space with reusable launch vehicles, we can enable this dynamic future for humanity. Blue Origin is
committed to building a road to space so our children can build a future. Can space ships be made that will
endure even longer voyages of thousands or even millions of years in the void of interstellar or even
intergalactic space? Will ships, and their crews, fall apart or turn into Cargo Cults who no longer remember
how their technology functions or what their mission was? Isaac Arthur Cover Artist: Isaac Arthur Music
Manager: Robert Zubrin You can now support us on Patreon! Also discussed was the search for
extraterrestrial alien life in the universe SETI through technosignatures. Can we use the BFR to go to Mars?
And what would it be like to grow up on Mars and be a Martian. For this, they have built the Crew Dragon
capsule, which will finally start testing at the end of this year, with the first astronauts scheduled for Spring
Support me on Patreon! Fully autonomous with room for 7 passengers, this is the most advanced space craft
ever built. Along with the new Boeing Starliner, this will give NASA 2 different options to send up astronauts
for the first time in their history. The first two astronauts to fly on Crew Dragon are Bob Behnken and Doug
Hurley, two seasoned astronauts with years of experience between them. Colonizing Neptune A look at
Neptune, a potential gateway to the stars Visit our sponsor, Brilliant: Even when noted, the focus tends to be
on their larger moons like Triton. Today we will challenge that notion by looking at way we might place a
colony on the planet itself, and how Orbital Rings and Chandelier Cities might let us colonize any gas giant.
We will also look at how helium-3, a core ingredient of aneutronic fusion abundant on Neptune, might serve
as the fuel of future starships, and the physics behind some other starship drives future science might give us
access to, such as laser propulsion. Darius Said Gregory Leal https: Markus Junnikkala, "Hail the Victorious
Dead" https: Did you know that we could start building a Lunar Base today? Sources and further reading: We
discuss the possibility of there being life on Mars, specifically in the ground water, and what we should do
with it if we colonize Mars, with Dr. Robert Zubrin the founder and President of the Mars Society, an
international organization dedicated to furthering the exploration and settlement of Mars by both public and
private means. Watch More Space Crafts! Lunar volcanism produced a transient atmosphere around the
ancient Moon https: However, substantial volcanic activity on the Moon prior to 3 Ga may have released
sufficient volatiles to form a transient, more prominent atmosphere. Perhaps most importantly, it could be a
source for some, if not all, of the water detected on the Moon. A scientific investigation https: Visit the Seeker
website http: Building materials can get heavy, and complicate space travel. Which is why scientists are
considering ways to utilize regolith aka rocky lunar dust. The dust could be used to fashion the first long-term
settlements on the moon. Space - 3D Printing in micro gravity with Made In Space If humanity is to have a
permanent presence in the cosmos, we will need to learn how to create parts and structures in space itself.
MadeInSpace is working on 3D printers that work in micro gravity and this week we have Justin Kugler,
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Business Development for Advanced Projects join us to talk about their vision of the future. Interview starts at
This phase of the competition has five sub-levels. For this level of the competition teams had to additively
construct a foundation slab without human intervention. The slabs were evaluated and scored based on
multiple criteria, including strength, durability and material composition. To test their strength, a standard
Olympic shot put was dropped on each slab three times to simulate a meteor strike. The teams earned prize
money based on scores assigned by a panel of subject matter experts from NASA, academia and industry. For
information about the 3D-Printed Habitat Challenge, visit: Pennsylvania State University - Phase 3: Secret
SpaceX Mars Conference?! SpaceX held a "secret" invitation only Mars Workshop in Boulder, Colorado
where scientists, engineers, and officials from space agencies around the world gathered to discuss the
technologies needed to get to Mars, and what technologies to bring to Mars. EpicFutureSpace is producing
short space themed news videos focused on human transportation. To support the show please visit https: How
could such a society by governed and organised? Aspiring Martian Colonist Ryan MacDonald discusses your
ideas and visions for what life could be like in the first settlement on the Red Planet. Are wormholes real or
are they just magic disguised as physics and maths? And if they are real how do they work and where can we
find them? Gliese Cc - Gliese is a triple-star system that is located Kepler 22b - This confirmed exoplanet that
is part of a star system light years away from Earth. Trappist 1d - The habitable zone of Trappist-1 is home to
at least three planets that are very near each other. So near in fact, that one looks like the moon of another,
size-wise. Kepler b - Kepler is yet another star that closely resembles our Sun. As a G-type main sequence
star, its habitable zone lies almost within the same region earth sits relative to our Sun. Kepler 62f - Another
rather heavy oddball, Kepler 62f bears somewhat of a resemblance to Gliese Cc. Season 2 Trailer Would you
choose to live on another planet if given the chance? How about living in space? In this season of Space Craft,
follow along as Loren Grush investigates some of the ways people are preparing to live in space â€” from
testing out habitats and growing food, to learning about the physiological challenges and medical trainings
necessary to survive. To move thousands of people, and our ecosystem, to distant planets, will require not only
giant ark-like starships, but entire fleets of them. Today we will examine how we could do this even if physics
never offers us any superior methods in the future for covering the void of interstellar space faster. Luca de
Rosa Music: Kahn Yates - Phase 3: The team virtually designed a Mars habitat specifically suited to withstand
dust storms and harsh climates on the red planet. This team focuses on regolith construction to provide
radiation shielding and physical protection. A 4-step guide for humans Michio Kaku Physicist Michio Kaku
discusses the main difficulties humans face in colonizing Mars and how to overcome them. Read more at
BigThink. The main bottleneck has to do with life support and the human. We want a self-sustaining planet, a
base on Mars that can support people. This means it has to be done in several steps. The first step would be to
create a base on Mars with power. Solar power could provide the energy, and lava tubes, underground lava
tubes might be able to provide caves by which astronauts could live and create the first outposts underground.
The moon base on the moon in that movie was underground, providing a natural barrier to radiation. And then
once you have the base set up you have to begin the process of creating a self-sustaining agriculture there. I
mean what are you going to eat on Mars? You want to create an agriculture and this means genetic
engineering. This means creating genetically-modified algae and plants that can consume the rich carbon
dioxide atmosphere, live in a very cold environment, and thrive. Then we have to create mining operations.
We have to mine the ice. Ice can provide oxygen for breathing, water for drinking, and hydrogen for rocket
fuel. And so we have to begin a mining operation so that we have the materials to build cities, materials to
build bases, oxygen to breathe, water to drink, and hydrogen for rocket fuel. Then the last step in the
processâ€”and this will take maybe another hundred yearsâ€”is to send satellites orbiting around Mars to
begin the process of melting the polar ice caps. This is called space solar power. We have the blueprints
already; the problem is cost. But the costs are dropping for sending payloads into outer
spaceâ€”dramaticallyâ€”and so people are once again dusting off these old plans to create satellites around
Mars that can beam energy and begin the process of melting the ice caps.
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Chapter 3 : Moon in fiction - Wikipedia
Terraforming of Mars is a hypothetical process of planetary engineering by which the surface and climate of Mars would
be deliberately changed to make large areas of the environment hospitable to humans, thus making the colonization of
Mars safer and sustainable.

Welcome back to our series on Colonizing the Solar System! In , Galileo Galilei became the first astronomer
to discover the large moons of Jupiter, using a telescope of his own design. As time passed, these moons â€”
Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto â€” would collectively come to be referred to as the Galilean Moons, in
honor of their discoverer. For example, ever since the Pioneer and Voyager probes passed through the system
decades ago, scientists have suspected that moons like Europa might be our best bet for finding life in our
Solar System beyond Earth. And because of the presence of water ice, interior oceans, minerals, and organic
molecules, it has been speculated that humanity might establish colonies on one or more of these worlds
someday. The concept of a colonized Jovian system is featured in many science fiction publications. For
instance, Robert A. The moon is in the process of being terraformed in the story, and farmers are being
recruited to help turn it into an agricultural colony. Cover of Arthur C. Public Domain In the course of the
story, it is mentioned that there are also efforts to introduce an atmosphere on Callisto. In this story, a party of
terraformers visit a settlement on Ganymede called X, which was established two centuries earlier by a group
of American religious fanatics. Odyssey Two an ancient race of advanced aliens are turning the moon into a
habitable body by converting Jupiter into a second sun. The warmth of this dwarf star Lucifer causes the
surface ice on Europa to melt, and the life forms that are evolving underneath are able to emerge. Isaac
Asimov also used the moons of Jupiter in his stories. And in his novel Blue Mars , Robinson makes a passing
description of a flourishing colony on Callisto. For instance, in , the private spaceflight venture known as the
Artemis Project was established with the intent of colonizing the Moon in the 21st century. However, in , they
also drafted plans to colonize Europa , which called for igloos to be established on the surface. These would
serve as based for scientists who then drill down into the Europan ice crust and explore the sub-surface ocean.
Because of its distance from Jupiter, and therefore low exposure to radiation, the target destination in this
study was the moon Callisto. The plan called for operations to begin in These science teams would also
excavate surface samples near their landing site on Callisto. Last, but not least, the expedition to Callisto
would establish a reusable surface habitat where water ice could be harvested and converted into rocket fuel.
This base could therefore serve as a resupply base for all future exploitation missions in the Jovian system.
According to a joint-study released by the Glenn Research Center and the Ohio Aerospace Institute, this
mission would rely on a ship equipped with Nuclear-Electric Propulsion NEP and artificial gravity, which
would transport a crew on a 5-year mission to Callisto to establish a base. In his book Entering Space:
Creating a Spacefaring Civilization , Robert Zubrin advocated mining the atmospheres of the outer planets â€”
including Jupiter â€” to obtain Helium-3 fuel. A base on one or more of the Galilean moons would be
necessary for this. NASA has also speculated on this , citing how it could yield limitless supplies of fuel for
fusion reactors here on Earth and anywhere else in the Solar System where colonies exist. In the s, the
Lifeboat Foundation â€” a non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation of humanity â€” was
established. At the time, Musk stated that the first unmanned flight of the Mars transport spacecraft would take
place in , followed by the first manned MCT mission departing in In September , during the International
Astronautical Congress , Musk revealed further details of his plan, which included the design for an
Interplanetary Transport System ITS and estimated costs. This system, which was originally intended to
transport settlers to Mars, had evolved in its role to transport human beings to more distant locations in the
Solar System â€” including Europa and other Jovian moons. Establishing colonies on the Galilean moons has
many potential benefits for humanity. For one, the Jovian system is incredibly rich in terms of volatiles â€”
which include water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia ices â€” as well as organic molecules. In addition, colonies
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on the moons of Jupiter could enable missions to Jupiter itself, where hydrogen and helium-3 could be
harvested as nuclear fuel. Illustration of Europa foreground , Jupiter right and Io middle showing water plumes
that reach the surface. Given that these oceans are also thought to be some of the most likely locations for
extra-terrestrial life in our Solar System, the ability to examine them up close would be a boon for scientific
research. Colonies on the moons of Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto would also facilitate missions farther
out into the Solar System. In short, colonies in the Jovian system would provide humanity with access to
abundant resources and immense research opportunities. The chance to grow as a species, and become a
post-scarcity one at that, are there; assuming that all the challenges can be overcome. And of course, these
challenges are great in size and many in number. They include, but are not limited to, radiation, the long-term
effects of lower gravity, transportation issues, lack of infrastructure, and of course, the sheer cost involved.
Considering the hazard radiation poses to exploration, it is appropriate to deal with this aspect first. The
magnetic field of Jupiter and co-rotation enforcing currents. Wikipedia Commons Io and Europa, being the
closest Galileans to Jupiter, receive the most radiation of any of these moons. For comparison, people here on
Earth are exposed to less than 1 rem a day 0. Exposure to rems a day is likely to be fatal, and exposure to
roughly 75 in a period of a few days is enough to cause severe health problems and radiation poisoning.
Ganymede is the only Galilean moon and only non-gas giant body other than Earth to have a magnetosphere.
On average, the moon receives about 8 rads of radiation per day, which is the equivalent of what the surface of
Mars is exposed to in an average year. Only Callisto is far enough from Jupiter that it is not dominated by its
magnetic environment. Here, radiation levels only reach about 0. However, its distance from Jupiter means
that it experiences its fair share of problems as well not the least of which is a lack of tidal heating in its
interior. NASA Another major issue is the long-term effects the lower gravity on these moons would have on
human health. On the Galilean moons, the surface gravity ranges from 0. This is comparable to the Moon 0.
And while the effects of low-g are not well-understood, it is known that the long-term effect of microgravity
include loss of bone density and muscle degeneration. Compared to other potential locations for colonization,
the Jovian system is also very far from Earth. As such, transporting crews and all the heavy equipment
necessary to build a colony would be very time-consuming, as would missions where resources were being
transported to and from the Jovian moons. Pioneer 11 made the trip in days, but like its predecessor, it was
simply passing through the system on its way to the Outer planets. Similarly, the Voyager 1 and 2 probes,
which were also passing through the system, took days and days, respectively. For direct missions, like the
Galileo probe and the recent Juno mi ssion , the travel time was even longer. In other words, it took 6 years, 1
month, and 19 days to make it to Jupiter from Earth without flying by. Juno, on the other hand, launched from
Earth on Aug. And, it should be noted, these were uncrewed missions, which involved only a robotic probe
and not a vessel large enough to accommodate large crews, supplies and heavy equipment. Missions to and
from the Jovian moons would also require bases between Earth and Jupiter in order to provide refueling and
resupplying, and cut down on the costs of individual missions. These last two challenges raise the issue of
cost. Between building ships that have the ability to make the trip to Jupiter in a fair amount of time,
established the bases needed to support them, and the cost of establishing the colonies themselves, the
colonization of the Jovian moons would be incredibly expensive! Combined with the hazards of doing so, one
has to wonder if its even worth it. All of the challenges can be addressed, provided the proper precautions are
taken and the right kind of resources are committed. With colonies on any of the Galilean moons, humanity
will have a foothold in the outer Solar System, a stopover point for future missions to Saturn and beyond, and
access to abundant resources. Again, it all comes down to how much we are willing to spend.
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Chapter 4 : Moon Colonization | Prometheism Transhumanism Post Humanism
Welcome back to our series on Colonizing the Solar System! Today, we take a look at the largest of Saturn's Moons Titan, Rhea, Iapetus, Dione, Tethys, Enceladus, and Mimas.

Rivers that feed the ocean at the lower right occupy what are now Valles Marineris and Ares Vallis and the
large lake at the lower right occupies what is now Aram Chaos. Terraforming Mars would entail three major
interlaced changes: The atmosphere of Mars is relatively thin and has a very low surface pressure. Because its
atmosphere consists mainly of CO2, a known greenhouse gas , once Mars begins to heat, the CO2 may help to
keep thermal energy near the surface. Moreover, as it heats, more CO2 should enter the atmosphere from the
frozen reserves on the poles, enhancing the greenhouse effect. This means that the two processes of building
the atmosphere and heating it would augment each other, favoring terraforming. It will be difficult to keep the
atmosphere together, due to lack of a global magnetic field. It is possible that large amounts of it exist in
frozen form on minor planets orbiting in the outer Solar System. This can conceivably be done by sending
rockets with payloads of compressed CFCs on collision courses with Mars. A steady barrage of these "CFC
rockets" would need to be sustained for a little over a decade while Mars changes chemically and becomes
warmer. However, their lifetime due to photolysis would require an annual replenishing of kilotons, [11] and
they would destroy any ozone layer. This is equivalent to a mass of approximately 39 million metric tons. This
is about three times the amount of CFC manufactured on Earth from to when CFC production was banned by
international treaty. Mineralogical surveys of Mars estimate the elemental presence of fluorine in the bulk
composition of Mars at 32 ppm by mass vs. The mirror could be positioned as a statite , using its effectiveness
as a solar sail to orbit in a stationary position relative to Mars, near the poles, to sublimate the CO 2 ice sheet
and contribute to the warming greenhouse effect. If algae or other green life were established, it would also
contribute a small amount of oxygen to the atmosphere, though not enough to allow humans to breathe. The
conversion process to produce oxygen is highly reliant upon water. The CO2 is mostly converted to
carbohydrates. Total length is about 7 centimetres 2. The four species that she tested were
Methanothermobacter wolfeii, Methanosarcina barkeri, Methanobacterium formicicum, and Methanococcus
maripaludis. Some scientists hypothesize that creating a planet-wide artificial magnetosphere would be helpful
in resolving this issue. According to two NIFS Japanese scientists, it is feasible to do that with current
technology by building a system of refrigerated latitudinal superconducting rings, each carrying a sufficient
amount of direct current. Another study proposes the deployment of a magnetic dipole shield at the Mars L1
Lagrange point , therefore creating an artificial magnetosphere that would protect the whole planet from solar
wind and radiation. The paper abstract cites that this could be achieved by a magnet with a strength of 1â€”2
teslas 10,â€”20, gauss. Simulations indicate that within years, the planet would be able to achieve half the
atmospheric pressure of Earth. Without solar winds stripping away at the planet, frozen carbon dioxide at the
ice caps on either pole would begin to sublimate change from a solid into a gas and warm the equator. Ice caps
would begin to melt to form an ocean. This is considered the most effective method, though the least practical.
If using powerful halocarbon greenhouse gases, an order of MW-years of electrical energy would be required
to accomplish this heating. However, if all of this CO2 were put into the atmosphere, it would only double
[26] the current atmospheric pressure from 6 mbar to 12 mbar, amounting to about 1. The novels are titled
according to the dominant color in the stage of terraforming achieved in each volume: Red Mars , when Mars
is still in its natural state; Green Mars , when plants are able to grow in the atmosphere; and Blue Mars , when
the atmospheric pressure and temperature have risen high enough for seas and rivers to form. The space
trading and combat game Frontier: Elite II , as well as its sequels Frontier: First Encounters and Elite
Dangerous , feature a terraformed Mars. The PC Real-time strategy game Dark Colony is based on a
human-terraformed Mars, featuring a war between the colonizing humans and invading aliens of various life
forms, with much use of biological warfare. The aliens try to colonize the terraformed planet for its resources.
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The video game Red Faction: Guerrilla is set on a partially terraformed Mars, in which human beings are able
to walk and breathe in the open without pressure suits or breathing apparatus. The Japanese anime series
Mobile Suit Gundam: Iron-Blooded Orphans features a terraformed Mars as the primary setting of the series.
The concept of terraformed Mars is commonly used in the Gundam series, such as Gundam Age.
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Chapter 5 : Colonization: Down to Earth | Revolvy
In Arthur C. Clarke's Space Odyssey series, the moon of Europa plays a central role. In Odyssey Two () an ancient race
of advanced aliens are turning the moon into a habitable body by converting Jupiter into a second sun.

Normal RedMars sketch01 The series explores the settlement and subsequent terraforming of Mars. The first
novel, Red Mars itself, depicts the initial settlement of the first Martian colonies. The "First Hundred", the
initial group of colonists tasked with settling the planet, establish themselves and begin altering the
environment. The colonists are almost immediately divided over arguments about how independent they
should remain from Earth as well, as how much terraforming they should do. This crystalizes into two major
movements: The novel ends after a violent and unsuccessful revolt on the part of the Reds is put down, leading
to Mars being taken over by a consortium of large Earth corporations and ushering in an age of mass
immigration. Against this political backdrop, the massive influx of immigrants and the increase of Earth
corporate meddling strain Martian society, and the terraforming process begins to proceed at a runaway pace
as Mars begins to literally turn green thus the title of the novel. Blue Mars is about the political aftermath of
the independence struggle, with Mars becoming a fully independent entity from Earth. After a natural global
disaster on Earth threatens to destablize the overpopulated and polluted planet, Mars is placed in the
unexpected role of being a savior to Earth. In the background, the colonization of the rest of the solar system is
explored, and the continuing effects of longevity treatment on both society as a whole and the individuals
using it is further explored. Some of the stories are set within the same universe and explore more of the ideas
only hinted at in the novels, while other explore Alternate Continuities. Two bookend short stories in The
Martians feature an alternative timeline that diverges from the backstory of Red Mars. The divergence occurs
in the pre-colonization "social experiment" in Antarctica where psychologist Michel Duval, who is evaluating
the program from the inside, decides that the First Hundred would be incapable of surviving, psychologically,
in the conditions they would face in the early years on Mars. So the mission is scrubbed and retasked as one of
exploration instead of colonization. Mars is eventually colonized at a later date and the War of from the end of
the first novel never happens. The book begins with the assassination of the first man on Mars in a Flash
Forward and the ball keeps rolling after that. In fact, of the four people named on the back cover of Red Mars,
three end up dying by the end of first book though the last actually makes it all the way to the end of the
trilogy. You can hunt her and her friends like animals. But when you start destroying infrastructure, she will
blow up your moon base. Including the moon it is on. Also, in a more straight example, Phobos is dropped out
of orbit and destroyed. A train on Phobos is used to keep the workers there adjusted to Martian gravity; the
gravity on Phobos is so low that the train is simply run around Phobos at a high speed, with workers literally
standing upside down on the ceiling of the train experiencing the centrifugal force. Sax in Green Mars. Once
the revolution finally breaks out, it turns out he had spent the preceding years preparing for a number of
large-scale contingencies, including making possible the open-air evacuation of an entire city by having raised
the oxygen levels in the atmosphere and making tens of thousands of carbon dioxide filter masks. Did Not Do
the Research: The idea is proposed to set up thousands of windmill-powered heaters to warm the Martian
atmosphere. However, it turns out that this was just a Red Herring and it was actually part of a plot to seed the
planet with incubators for genetically-engineered bacteria that would assist in the terraforming process.
However, it does get slightly better by the time we see it close-up in Blue Mars. The Fog of Ages: Gray and
Gray Morality: For most of the first and second novels, the "transnats" later called "metanats" and portrayed as
bad purely because the characters in the story perceived them to be this way, but later on a character from on
of the transnats, Art, shows that things are much more varied and complex than previously assumed.
Conversely, there are no true "good" guys; one of the main characters has another main character assassinated
at the beginning of Red Mars, and is shown to be a rather Machievellian persona, but later is shown to be a
deep and complex person, considered a hero by some. In Green Mars, we learn that all the children in the
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Martian Underground colony are technically half-siblings, as Hiroko is all their mother and all their fathers
come from the sperm samples of all the male First Hundred colonists. Coyote calls Hiroko out on creating an
"incest camp" but Hiroko in her capacity as Mother Goddess figure has no problem with this. Kill It with Fire:
How do you get rid of anti-terraforming "Red" terrorists? Why, pump their domed "tents" full of pure oxygen
and set them on fire! Later in the series, people splice animal genes into their DNA in the process of getting
longevity treatments. Most obviously with Ann Clayborne, the chief proponent of leaving Mars in its rocky
unterraformed state. Specifically lampshaded when Ann points out the meaning and significance of their
names to Sax. Mohs Scale of Science Fiction Hardness: Way down the hard end. Robinson definitely shows
his work. None of the technological advances in the series require any great leaps, and for the most part, are
just extrapolations of things that we already have today. Never Found the Body: Hiroko Ai goes missing in
Green Mars, and her disappearance remains a mysterious for the rest of the series. Due to her status in the
Martian Underground, this eventually becomes a Shrouded in Myth situation, with various tall-tales about her
springing up in the Martian culture. Our Giants Are Bigger: The folk tales of "Big Man" and his occasional
interaction with Paul Bunyan. The invention and widespread use of a "longevity treatment" that vastly
increases lifespan spurs discussions of this. Discussed in Green Mars via the infamous "three quarters of a
child" plan, but never actually implemented. Eventually, most nations on Earth are forced to adopt a
two-child-per-couple law until the oldest people finally start dying off at around age One of the stories in The
Martians, entitled "Purple Mars. People on Mars still tell stories of Paul Bunyan , but they make him out as a
Trickster Archetype creator figure, not unlike Raven in Native American mythology. This is an In-Universe
illustration of how tall tales can evolve into mythology. The series is considered quite seminal to the Mars
sub-genre of sci-fi. Took a Level In Badass: Saxifrage Russell goes from a meek and apolitical scientist at the
beginning of the series to the most realistic sort of Mad Scientist you can imagine after being abducted and
interrogated by the Secret Police. He plays a significant role in the second revolution, occasionally referred to
as "General Sax". Mars gets one first; by the end of the trilogy, Earth also has several. Stalker with a Test
Tube: A central focus of the trilogy. The series is considered a realistic potrayal of what terraforming Mars
would take albiet extremely optimistic and in a short period of time, relatively speaking. There Are No
Therapists: Played with; there is a therapist, but he ends up being the one who needs therapy. It happens
within the first twenty pages. Maya, who at least has the excuse that she actually is bipolar. The War of
Earthly Aggression: Red Mars leads up to a failed rebellion against Earth; Green Mars is about a successful
one. Blue Mars features a war that, while brief, is primarily resolved through what amounts to hugging.
Zeppelins from Another World - airships are the main form of air travel on Mars, right from the beginning.
This happens frequently on the initial voyage to Mars. One of the Russian characters also apparenty
experimented with many forms of zero-G sex while on Novy Mir.
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Chapter 6 : Terraforming of Mars - Wikipedia
Colonization: Down to Earth is an alternate history and science fiction novel by Harry Turtledove. It is the second novel
of the Colonization series, as well as the sixth installment in the extended Worldwar series.

Colonization , List Dan Starting in the fifties, there were tons of books about the colonization of space.
Humans went everywhere, and no amount of alien weirdness stopped us. There are a few recent colonization
stories, but the majority of modern science fiction focuses on dystopian societies and post-apocalyptic
wastelands. Brian Clarke â€” After nearly fifty years in suspended animation, a crew of human space
explorers returns to Earth, only to discover a medical side effect that prevents them remaining on their home
planet. Now, in a desperate bid for survival, they must return to space and attempt to colonize an alien world
under an alien sun. Ever since the settlers were infected with the Noise germ, Todd can hear everything the
men think, and they hear everything he thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a man, but in the
midst of the cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding something from himâ€”something so awful Todd is
forced to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears, too. With hostile men from the town in
pursuit, the two stumble upon a strange and eerily silent creature: Beyond the Forest lie the mountains of the
Snowy Dark and a cold so bitter and a night so profound that no man has ever crossed it. The Oldest among
the Family recount legends of a world where light came from the sky, where men and women made boats that
could cross the stars. These ships brought us here, the Oldest sayâ€”and the Family must only wait for the
travelers to return. But young John Redlantern will break the laws of Eden, shatter the Family and change
history. He will abandon the old ways, venture into the Darkâ€¦and discover the truth about their world. And it
is not to be missed. Its inhabitants ranged from Dr. But as this diverse group of thousands comes to terms with
their new lives on a new world, they make a startling discovery: Stranded on a hostile planet, Rod and his
friends are faced with the challenge of carving a civilization out of the wilderness. They must deal with
hunger, deprivation, and strange beasts. But the bigger question is, can they survive each other? This science
fiction classic pits a savage world against the most untamable beast of all: Chock full of high adventure,
futuristic speculation, witty repartee, and profound philosophy, Tunnel in the Sky represents one of the
greatest SF writers of all time at his peak. She and her eccentric customersâ€”terraformers, con men, and
cowboysâ€”battle the British Arean Company, whose badly-run bureaucracy dominates the whole planet. But
not Ofelia, who refuses to go with the rest of the colonists and ends up in blissful solitude on a planet
populated only by her. With everything she needs to sustain her, and her independent spirit to buoy her, Ofelia
starts life over on her own terms: But when a reconnaissance ship arrives at her idyllic domain, and its crew is
mysteriously slaughtered, Ofelia realizes she is not the sole inhabitant of her paradise after all. Cherryh â€” A
group of 42, Union humans and aliens called azi are dispatched to set up a base on a very rare habitable planet
named Gehenna II. Unknown to the settlers, their mission is designed to fail; they are deliberately abandoned
in order to create long-term problems for the rival Alliance. Author Cherryh wrote a number of books in the
same universe, called either Alliance-Union or Alliance Space. As human slaves were herded into the maw of
a massive vessel, Kristin realized her normal life was over and her fight for freedom was just beginningâ€¦ The
alien Catteni value strength and intelligence in their slavesâ€”and Kristin has managed to survive her
enslavement while hundreds of other humans have not. But her trial has just begun, for now she finds herself
part of a massive experiment. If they survive, colonization can begin. If not, there are always more slaves.
With his wife, former Special Forces warrior Jane Sagan, he farms several acres, adjudicates local disputes,
and enjoys watching his adopted daughter grow up. Unfortunately, they upset a delicate ecological balance
and native creatures savagely attack. It will take every bit of intelligence, courage, and military-style discipline
to survive. In defiance of the repressive government of The United Republic of Earth, they replace her
handpicked passengers with political dissidents and their families. After almost two-and-a-half centuries in
cold sleep, they will awaken above their destination: Olaf Stapledon creates a history of the evolution of
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humankind over the next two billion years, and actually got some of it right. Earthlings land on an Eden-like
forest planet and immediately begin chopping down what they can and enslaving everything else. You can tell
author Robinson did a huge amount of research, and it pays off. Bradbury imagines a place of hope, dreams,
and metaphorâ€”of crystal pillars and fossil seasâ€”where a fine dust settles on the great empty cities of a
vanished, devastated civilization. Earthmen conquer Mars and then are conquered by it, lulled by dangerous
lies of comfort and familiarity, and enchanted by the lingering glamour of an ancient, mysterious native race.
In this classic work of fiction, Bradbury exposes our ambitions, weaknesses, and ignorance in a strange and
breathtaking world where man does not belong.
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Chapter 7 : Goodreads: Sci-fi Colonization/First Contact Themed Books List : printSF
Moon in fiction's wiki: The Moon has been the subject of many works of art and literature and the inspiration for
countless others. It is a motif in the visual arts, the performing arts, poetry, prose and music.

On the world called Hyperion, beyond the law of the Hegemony of Man, there waits the creature called the
Shrike. There are those who worship it. There are those who fear it. And there are those who have vowed to
destroy it. In the Valley of the Time Tombs, where huge, brooding structures move backward through time,
the Shrike waits for them all. On the eve of Armageddon, with the entire galaxy at war, seven pilgrims set
forth on a final voyage to Hyperion seeking the answers to the unsolved riddles of their lives. Each carries a
desperate hopeâ€”and a terrible secret. And one may hold the fate of humanity in his hands. He won a Hugo
award for it, too. The year is More than a century of ecological damage, industrial and technological
expansion, and unchecked population growth have left the Earth on the brink of devastation. That man, Reid
Malenfant, has a very different solution to the problems plaguing the planet: Now Malenfant gambles the very
existence of time on a single desperate throw of the dice. Battling national sabotage and international outcry,
as apocalyptic riots sweep the globe, he builds a spacecraft and launches it into deep space. The odds are a
trillion to one against him. The human species is nearly extinctâ€”for the fourth timeâ€”due to its fragile
nature. Krina Alizond is metahuman, descended from the robots that once served humanity. But her trip is
interrupted when pirates capture her ship. Krina and Ana each possess half of the fabled Atlantis Carnet, a lost
financial instrument of unbelievable valueâ€”capable of bringing down entire civilizations. And what neither
of them suspects is that a ruthless body-double assassin has stalked Krina across the galaxy, ready to take the
carnet once it is wholeâ€”and leave no witnesses alive to tell the taleâ€¦ As always, Stross feels like the
smartest guy in the room, pushing the boundaries of identity and humanity while offering up what may be the
first epic tale of futuristic macroeconomics. Delany â€” Given that the suns of Draco stretch almost sixteen
light years from end to end, it stands to reason that the cost of transportation is the most important factor of the
32nd century. And since Illyrion is the element most needed for space travel, Lorq von Ray is plenty willing to
fly through the core of a recently imploded sun in order to obtain seven tons of it. The potential for profit is so
great that Lorq has little difficulty cobbling together an alluring crew that includes a gypsy musician and a
moon-obsessed scholar interested in the ancient art of writing a novel. The bad news is that planets that are fit
to live on are scarceâ€”and alien races willing to fight us for them are common. So we fight, both to defend
Earth, and to stake our own claim to planetary real estate. Far from Earth, the war has been going on for
decades: Earth itself is a backwater. Everybody knows that when you reach retirement age, you can join the
CDF. On his 75th birthday John Perry did two things: Then he joined the CDF. He has only the vaguest idea
what to expect, because the actual fight, light-years from home, is far, far harder than he can imagineâ€”and
what he will become is far stranger. Hamilton â€” The human race has had wormhole technology for over
years and has colonized several hundred planets. Over one thousand light-years away, a star. It does not go
supernova. It does not collapse into a black hole. Since the location is too distant to reach by wormhole, a
faster-than-light starship, the Second Chance, is dispatched to learn what has occurred and whether it
represents a threat. Banks â€” Iain M. The Player of Games. Master of every board, computer and strategy.
Bored with success, Gurgeh travels to the cruel and incredibly wealthy Empire of Azad, to try their fabulous
gameâ€¦a game so complex, so like life itself, that the winner becomes emperor. Mocked, blackmailed, almost
murdered, Gurgeh accepts the game, and with it the challenge of his lifeâ€”and very possibly his death. One
man probes a galaxy-wide enigma: It rotates, providing artificial gravity that is The ringworld has a habitable,
flat inner surface equivalent in area to approximately three million Earth-sized planets. Night is provided by an
inner ring of shadow squares which are connected to each other by thin, ultra-strong wire. A fascinating,
baroque tale set on a far-future Earth, under a giant red sun that is soon to go out forever. Note that these
books are also classified as fantasy. Shevek, a brilliant physicist, decides to take action. He will seek answers,
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question the unquestionable, and attempt to tear down the walls of hatred that have isolated his planet of
anarchists from the rest of the civilized universe. To do this dangerous task will mean giving up his family and
possibly his life. Shevek must make the unprecedented journey to the utopian mother planet, Anarres, to
challenge the complex structures of life and living, and ignite the fires of change. Just another day in the
Dilemma Prison. Rescued by the mysterious Mieli and her flirtatious spacecraft, Jean is taken to the Oubliette,
the Moving City of Mars, where time is a currency, memories are treasures, and a moon-turned-singularity
lights the night. Meanwhile, investigator Isidore Beautrelet, called in to investigate the murder of a
chocolatier, finds himself on the trail of an arch-criminal, a man named le Flambeurâ€¦. Indeed, in his many
lives, the entity called Jean le Flambeur has been a thief, a confidence artist, a posthuman mind-burglar, and
more. His origins are shrouded in mystery, but his deeds are known throughout the Heterarchyâ€”from
breaking into the vast Zeusbrains of the Inner System to stealing rare Earth antiques from the aristocrats of
Mars. In his last exploit, he managed the supreme feat of hiding the truth about himself from the one person in
the solar system hardest to hide from: Now he has the chance to regain himself in all his powerâ€”in exchange
for finishing the one heist he never quite managed.
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Chapter 8 : The Millions: Out of the Silent Planet (Space Trilogy (Paperback)) by C. S. Lewis
The Moon has been the subject of many works of art and literature and the inspiration for countless others. It is a motif
in the visual arts, the performing arts, poetry, prose and music. The first flight to the Moon was a popular topic of science
fiction before the actual landing in The moon.

Theme The idea of colonizing the other worlds of our solar system has had an uncertain history because the
optimism of sf writers has constantly been subverted and contradicted by the discoveries of Astronomy. The
attractions of the idea have, however, always overridden cautionary pessimism, and the reluctant acceptance of
the inhospitability of local planets has served only to increase interest in colonizing the worlds of other stars
see Galactic Empires. The example of the British Empire was insufficient to inspire many early UK sf writers
to speculate about its extension into space. The most important of those who did was Andrew Blair , whose
Annals of the Twenty-Ninth Century was the most extravagant of early Future Histories. Later writers of
Scientific Romance were almost completely uninterested in the conquest of space; both J B S Haldane in "The
Last Judgement" in Possible Worlds, coll and Olaf Stapledon in Last and First Men imagined mankind
migrating to other worlds but only under extreme duress, as Earth became uninhabitable. The avoidance of the
notion may be connected with a sense of shame about the methods employed in colonizing terrestrial lands;
the parallel which Wells drew between the European invasion of Tasmania and the Martian invasion of Earth
is a harsh one, and the brutality of the Politics of colonization has always been a key issue in sf stories, even in
the US Pulp -magazine sf that made the conquest of space its central myth. These stories of genocide, Slavery
and exploitation are the harshest critiques of human behaviour found in US sf; they often embody a strong
sense of guilt regarding the fate of the inhabitants of pre-Columbian North America. Political issues are at the
heart of another recurrent colonization theme, which deals with the relationship between colonies and the
mother world. The pioneer spirit is something much celebrated in sf at all levels. The mythology of the
conquest of the Old West is often transcribed into sf so literally that even the covered wagon is retained. A
frequent subtheme deals with native populations that resist colonization, sometimes consciously and
sometimes by virtue of the fact that the Ecology of the planet has no suitable niche for the colonists. One of
the most significant uses which sf writers have found for human colonies on alien worlds is in building
distorted societies, sometimes for Satire and sometimes for Thought Experiments in Sociology. In many of
these stories the colonies are isolated worlds within a Galactic Empire. Two fundamental classes of
colonization story can be easily distinguished: The first derives from a tradition which makes much of the
exotic qualities of alien environments. Human and humanoid alien co-exist. The politics of exploitation is not
the focal point of the story but may serve to turn the wheels of the plot as the hero, alienated from his or her
own kind, champions the downtrodden natives against the horrors of vulgar commercialism. Women writers
have been particularly prolific in this vein: Other stories of the romantic persuasion often emphasize
quasimystical processes of adaptation to the alien environment: The image of a lost Eden plays an important
part in many of the otherwise realistic colonization novels of Michael G Coney , tingeing them with a peculiar
nostalgia; examples include Mirror Image , Syzygy and Brontomek! This school won its early successes
outside the sf magazines, being extensively developed by Heinlein and Arthur C Clarke in stories published in
general-fiction magazines and in often juvenile novels. These juvenile novels take great pains to achieve some
kind of authenticity, but "realism" in the magazines was much more a matter of literary posturing, consisting
mainly of ultra-tough novels with a strong seasoning of cynicism: Realistic treatment of colonization methods
remains a common theme in sf; it plays a subsidiary but important role in, for example, Mindbridge by Joe
Haldeman and Gateway by Frederik Pohl. Terraforming adapts worlds to colonists, but one might logically
expect it to be much easier to adapt colonists to worlds. Relatively little attention has been given to this
approach. Biological-engineering methods were applied to the business of colonization by James Blish in the
stories making up The Seedling Stars fixup see Pantropy and by Poul Anderson in "Call Me Joe" April
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Astounding , and were investigated in more detail by Frederik Pohl in Man Plus , but increasing interest in
Genetic Engineering has only lately begun to bring forth prolific speculation in this vein. Tales centred on
interstellar colonies continue to appear in the twenty-first century: Theme anthologies concerning colonization
include The Petrified Planet anth edited anon by Fletcher Pratt and Medea:
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Chapter 9 : A List of Science Fiction, Space and Science Films & TV Shows - Windows to the Universe
Childhood's End - Arthur C. Clarke (first contact) Embassytown - China Mieville (not necessarily first, but about alien
contact) The Left Hand of Darkness - Ursula K Le Guin (this and a lot of her other Hainish short stories and novellas are
excellent anthropological first-contact material.

It is among the first texts of any culture assuming the Moon to be an inhabited world and describing travel
between it and the Earth. The protagonist Orlando, having been thwarted in love, goes mad with despair and
rampages through Europe and Africa, destroying everything in his path. Tolkien was written in to console his
son Michael, then four years old, for the loss of a beloved toy dog. In the story, the dog has flown to the Moon
and had a whole series of amusing adventures there. The story was only published posthumously. In addition,
Isil and the guidesman Tilion in J. The Doctor, with his unique ability to communicate with animals, arrived in
the Moon on the back of a giant moth and finds a considerably different kind of fauna for example, Moon
insects are far bigger than the local birds , and more startlingly, intelligent plants whose language he learns as
he never did with earthly plants. But it is doubtful whether he would ever be allowed to return to Earth. Winter
Moon, a poem by Langston Hughes. Moon Palace by Paul Auster , one of his best-known and most
complicated novels. The concept of another world, close to our own and capable of looking down at it from a
distance, provided ample scope for satirical comments on the manners of the Earthly world. Among the early
stories dealing with this concept are: Somnium by Juan Maldonado. The Man in the Moone by Francis
Godwin. A Spaniard flies to the Moon using a contraption pulled by geese. Voyage dans la Lune by Cyrano de
Bergerac , inspired by Godwin. The Consolidator by Daniel Defoe. A protagonist flies in a self-constructed
winged apparatus. The improbable adventures of Baron Munchausen included two voyages to the Moon, and a
description of its flora and fauna. An invasion story meant as an allegory about treatment of Native Americans
by European settlers in America. A Flight to the Moon by George Fowler. Flight in a balloon. A Voyage to the
Moon by George Tucker. As he wishes he could visit the moon the shoes send him flying there. There he
meets several moon men who all wonder whether Earth is inhabited and decide this must be impossible. Back
on Earth the lifeless body of the watchman is found and he is brought to a hospital, where they take his shoes
off, breaking the spell again. He awakens and declares it to have been the most terrible night he had ever
experienced. By An Aerio-Nautical Man" First voyage The first flight to the Moon was a popular topic of
science fiction before the actual landing in Wells in which a spaceship gets to the moon with the aid of
Cavorite -a material which shields out gravity. Trends is a short story by Isaac Asimov in which religious
fanatics oppose a fictional first flight to the Moon in the s. Prelude to Space is a novel by Arthur C. Clarke
recounting the events leading up to a fictional first flight to the Moon in Heinlein wrote extensively,
prolifically, and inter-connectedly about first voyages and colonization of the Moon, which he most often
called Luna. Rocket Ship Galileo A physicist and several prodigy teenagers convert a sub-orbital rocket ship
to reach the moon where they are profoundly surprised and have to act quickly to deal with a malignant
menace. In a bar on the Moon, a chance encounter reveals both deep and practical attitudes about space
exploration. An officer in charge of a nuclear arsenal on the Moon makes tough decisions. A dangerous leak
develops in a lunar tunnel and the men devise a unique way to deal with it until a repair can be made. A Boy
Scout visits cities on the Moon. In this story, a prequel to "Requiem" above , events revolve around a fictional
first Moon landing in The Rolling Stones The exceptional Stone family lives on the moon and after extensive
background and preparation of their own ship they depart to tour and live in the Solar System. Extensive
descriptions, most noteworthy is the muscle-power flying in a huge sealed cavern. A short-short piece about a
rescue on the Moon. The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress In this Hugo Award winning novel, the moon is a penal
colony, especially for political prisoners and their descendants. They revolt for independence from
Earth-based control. The novel discusses issues of sustainability, health, transportation, family organization,
artificial intelligence, and political governance. Free-enterprise is rampant Luna City is called L-City.
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Inhabited Moon The Moon is sometimes imagined as having, now or in the distant past, indigenous life and
civilization. Lost Paradise by C. This Northwest Smith story tells how the once-fertile Moon became an airless
wasteland. On the near side, the elite caste seems to have dispensed with organic existence altogether, by some
means never clearly described; the only holdouts against this trend are an embattled minority on the far side.
The response of the characters to this state of affairs varies according to their status: Professor Filostrato, of
the wicked N. Colonization Human settlements on the Moon are found in many science fiction novels , short
stories and films. Not all have the Moon colony itself as central to the plot. Menace from the Moon , by
English writer Bohun Lynch. A lunar colony, founded in by a Dutchman, an Englishman, an Italian, and "their
women", threatens Earth with heat-ray doom unless it helps them escape their dying world. Earthlight by
Arthur C. A settlement on the Moon becomes caught in the crossfire of a war between Earth and a federation
of Mars and Venus. A young lunar prospector seeks to find a lost expedition to the Moon. A Fall of Moondust
by Arthur C. A lunar dust boat full of tourists sinks into a sea of Moon dust. The Lathe of Heaven by Ursula
K. In one of the alternate realities in the novel lunar bases are established by , only to be attacked by aliens
from Aldebaran who in another reality turn out to be benign. The Gods Themselves by Isaac Asimov. The
third section of the novel takes place in a lunar settlement in the year This story takes place on Earth,
devastated by nuclear war years earlier and being explored by descendants of a small remnant of humanity that
survived on a lunar colony. Inherit the Stars by James P. Hogan is the first book of the Minervan Experiment
series. The Moon turns out to have previously orbited Minerva, a planet that exploded to form the asteroid belt
50, years ago. The Lunatics by Kim Stanley Robinson. A group of enslaved miners forced to work under the
lunar surface launch a rebellion. Transmigration of Souls by William Barton. An expedition from a moon base
discovers an alien base with technology that allows teleportation and time travel. Ice by Shane Johnson. A
fictional Apollo 19 mission takes a disastrous turn when the LM ascent engine fails to fire. The astronauts then
set out on their own as far as their new heavy lunar rover will take them. Their exploration leads miraculously
to an ancientâ€”but still functioningâ€”lunar base. A Space Odyssey ,by Arthur C. Clarke , colonies of various
sizes and functions exist on the moonâ€”some the size of cities The Moonrise and Moonwar books by Ben
Bova tell the story of a lunar base built by an American corporation, which eventually rebels against Earth
control. The books form part of the "Grand Tour" series. Moonfall by Jack McDevitt features a comet heading
for a collision with the Moon just as the first base is being opened. Life as We Knew It by Susan Beth Pfeffer ,
a novel focusing on the effects of an asteroid colliding with the Moon and knocking its orbit closer to Earth.
Learning the World by Ken MacLeod , a first contact novel. The humans trace their history from the Moon
caves, the inference being failure of the primary. New Moon by Ian McDonald is about several rival families
which compete for Helium-3 mining operations on the Moon. Includes a famous scene where the rocket hits
the Man of the Moon in the Eye. A silent movie often considered to be one of the first "serious" science fiction
films, in which the basics of rocket travel were presented to a mass audience for the first time. Things to Come
was an early science fiction film and featured a spacecraft sending two people on the first manned flight
around the moon launched into space by a space gun in the year Destination Moon was a groundbreaking
science fiction film, based on a story treatment by Robert A. Heinlein and directed by George Pal. A failed
television pilot converted into a film. First Men in the Moon is a science fiction film loosely based on H.
Includes a scene at a lunar administrative base in the Clavius crater. Moon Zero Two In the year the moon is
in the process of being colonized, and this new frontier is attracting a diverse group of people.
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